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IF FYIJCJUJPO PG 1JPUS #PčZLT LJOFUJD TDVMQUVSFT BU UIF .BOHHIB .VTFVN XBT B USVMZ SBSF
PDDBTJPO5IFDIPJDFPGUIFWFOVFXBTKVTUJmFECZDFSUBJOBTTPDJBUJPOTXJUI+BQBO UPCFGPVOE
in the sophisticated technique, in the traditionally Japanese material – wood, and in the music
which had a certain quality about it that brought that country to mind.
1JPUS#PčZLXBTCPSOJO*O IFHSBEVBUFEGSPNUIF'BDVMUZPG*OEVTUSJBM%FTJHOBU
,SBLPXT"DBEFNZPG'JOF"SU XIFSFIFJTBQSPGFTTPSOPX)JTGBNJMZIBEBSUJTUJDUSBEJUJPOTIJT
GBUIFS &VHFOJVT[#PčZL XBTBQBJOUFSBOETUBHFEFTJHOFS BOEIJTNPUIFS )FMFOB1BQÏF#PčZL 
BQBJOUFSBOETUBJOFEHMBTTQBOFMEFTJHOFS1JPUSTCSPUIFS +FS[Z#PčZL JTBDPNQPTFS NVTJDJBOBOE
singer, very popular on Krakow’s jazz scene.
The exhibition was accompanied by music specially composed for the event. Despite my
+BQBOFTFBTTPDJBUJPOTUIBUUIFZFWPLFE UIFTFUPGNVTJDQJFDFTEFEJDBUFEUPTQFDJmDFYIJCJUT KPJOUMZ
entitled E-Motions  XFSF DPNQPTFE CZ UIF 1PMJTI'JOJTI NBSSJFE DPVQMF "HOJFT[LB 8BMJHØSTLB
-Siren and Pekka Siren, who specialise in collecting sounds from various places all over the world
and transforming them into electronic music.
5IF FYIJCJUJPO XBT PQFOFE CZ UIF EJSFDUPS PG UIF .BOHHIB .VTFVN  #PHOB %[JFDIDJBSVL
.BK UPHFUIFSXJUI1JPUS#PčZL5IFPQFOJOHXBTBUUFOEFECZBHSFBUDSPXE BOEXBTDPOEVDUFE
in a nice, friendly atmosphere.
The sculptures are indeed unusual – both visually and considered as little wonders of
mechanics. The artist not only allows touching them but actually encourages viewers to play
XJUIUIFNBOETFUUIFNJONPUJPO)PXFWFS MPPLJOHBUUIFEFMJDBUFNFDIBOJTNT*DBOUIFMQ
feeling some apprehension, wondering how long they would last in conformation with the often
JOEFMJDBUFIBOETPGUIFQVCMJD#VUOPXFWFSZPOFJTSVOOJOHBNPOHUIFLJOFUJDXPOEFST QMBZJOH
with them like children. Actually, the artist promised the directors of Manggha that, if necessary,
he would repair any damaged sculptures. Indeed, I should be using a video camera instead of
a photographic one in order to record the motions of the various works, but then I would have
a problem writing this account. And I don’t feel like meddling with multimedia presentations,
at least not yet.
The sculptures are very personal – they reference the artist’s memories and feelings. As he wrote
in the invitation to the exhibition: ‘I start with a very general idea of a mechanical assemblage,
a vision of the programme of movements connected with an intense experience, an enchantment,
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a reciprocated look, a beautiful gesture, the start of yearning, a sudden memory from childhood,
BNFUBQIPSGPSBDIBJOPGTUSBOHFJOUFSEFQFOEFODJFT)FBMTPUBMLFEBCPVUJUXIFOQSFTFOUJOHIJT
works on the opening day.
In the sculpture entitled Fate, stirring the pendulum causes the blending of balls of various
colours in a cylindrical transparent container: their final position is determined by random
accident, as does the fate of people to a large extent. The work Meeting is composed of two
independent systems forming a mirror-like symmetry. Upon stirring the pendulums, the
elements of both parts try to meet. When they succeed now and then, they raise their base
together.
5IF FYIJCJUJPO BMTP GFBUVSFT QIPUPHSBQIT PG LJOFUJD TDVMQUVSFT  UBLFO CZ .BHEBMFOB #PčZL 
1JPUS #PčZLT EBVHIUFS PG NVMUJQMF UBMFOUT "OPUIFS NFNCFS PG UIJT BSUJTUJD EZOBTUZ JT B TJOHFS 
ethnologist and producer. Together with her uncle Jerzy, she recently released an album, %SJWF,
which she also produced. In 2005, she graduated from the Jagiellonian University with a degree in
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FUIOPMPHZBOEBOUISPQPMPHZ BOEBMTPUIF8BEZTBXċFMFĤTLJnd-degree Music School in Krakow,
the same year.
Kinetic, i.e. moving, sculptures are nothing new in art. They are generally believed to have been
pioneered by Marcel Duchamp, who exhibited a bicycle wheel turning in an upturned fork in his
1BSJTTUVEJPJO#VUUIFXPSLTPG1JPUS#PčZLTUSPOHMZSFTFNCMFNVDINPSFBODJFOUNBDIJOFT
– those in Leonardo da Vinci’s sketchbook.
Kinetic sculptures come in a great variety these days, differing for example by the type of
QSPQVMTJPOVTFEJUDBOCFUIFWJFXFSTNVTDMFQPXFS BTJTUIFDBTFXJUI1JPUS#PčZLTXPSLT CVU
other artists use for example wind power or electric motors.
The mechanism of Tremor is extremely complicated. The energy of the moving pendulums
accumulates gradually in the various elements of the structure, and then gives a strong tremor to
the whole sculpture, surprising the viewers.
The sculpture Wind combines two types of propulsion. As in other structures designed by Piotr
#PčZL UIFWJFXFSTBSFUIFNBJOTPVSDFPGQPXFSSFRVJSFEUPJOJUJBUFNPUJPO*OUIJTDBTF UIFZNPWF
a gravitational mechanism which drives a large centrally-positioned propeller. The resulting gust
moves small lightweight air turbines fastened to the moving arms of the sculpture. The whole moves
EFMJDBUFMZBOEVOQSFEJDUBCMZUIFNPUJPOJTNPEJmBCMFCZDIBOHJOHUIFMPDBUJPOTPGUIFMJUUMFUVSCJOFT
Wind-powered kinetic sculptures are quite popular. What springs to mind immediately is
the gently-moving suspended structure made of coloured aluminium by Alexander Calder, which
*TBXJOBTFQBSBUFSPPNPGUIF/BUJPOBM(BMMFSZPG"SUJO8BTIJOHUPO %$5IFXPSLXBT
originally to be made of steel but it soon turned out that it would be too heavy to produce the
intended effect. The success of Calder’s carefully-balanced structure is evidenced by their presence,
GPSFYBNQMF JOUIFDPODPVSTFPG/FX:PSLT+',"JSQPSUBOEJOUIFMFBEJOHHBMMFSJFTBOENVTFVNT
all over the world.
8IJMF UIF TDVMQUVSFT CZ #PčZL BOE $BMEFS BSF QFSNBOFOUMZ ABODIPSFE BU POF MPDBUJPO  UIF
XPSLTPGUIF%VUDIBSUJTU5IFP+BOTFO C DBOUSBWFSTFDPOTJEFSBCMFEJTUBODFT KVTUNPWFE
CZ UIF XJOE )JT #FBDI #FBTU (Strandbeest  JT VUUFSMZ FYUSBPSEJOBSZ 1SPQFMMFE CZ XJOE  B TJ[FBCMF
‘creature’ made of lightweight plastics runs along the beach just like a living thing. It is worth taking
BMPPLBU BOEDBOCFWJFXFEPO:PV5VCFIUUQXXXZPVUVCFDPNXBUDI W8D36UV/P:
*U DPNFT BT OP TVSQSJTF UIBU UIJT XPOEFS PG BSU BOE FOHJOFFSJOH IBT CFFO VTFE JO B #.8
commercial. In it, Jensen utters the telling words: ‘The walls between art and engineering exist
POMZJOPVSNJOET#FJOHBOFOHJOFFSNZTFMG *DBOPOMZFOEPSTFUIJTTUBUFNFOU5IFVTFPGBSUJTUT
JEFBTJODPNNFSDJBMTJTOPUIJOHVOVTVBM BDUVBMMZ"HSFBUWJEFPBEWFSUJTJOH)POEBDBST JOXIJDI
the movement of one of the elements of the car initiates a cascade of movements of its other
components, seems based, in my opinion, on the video presentation %FS-BVGEFS%JOHF (The Way
5IJOHT(P CZUIFUXP4XJTTBSUJTUT1FUFS'JTDIMJBOE%BWJE8FJTT XIJDI*BOE#BTJBDPVMEWJFX
GPSUIFmSTUUJNFBUUIF$FOUSF1PNQJEPVJO1BSJT
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)PXFWFS BTPQQPTFEUP+FOTFOTANPOTUFST 1JPUS#PčZLTTDVMQUVSFTIBWFBIVNBOTDBMF BSF
usually friendly and tempt the viewer to touch and activate them, for example Tree of Knowledge,
XIPTFBSNTBSFGVMMPGNFDIBOJTNTBUUSBDUJOHUIFWJFXFS#VUBTCFDPNFUIF5SFFPG,OPXMFEHF 
something disconcerting lurks in its arms.
In the work Release, a pendulum adds growing tension, with visible effort, to a climbing system
which, once it reaches its maximum height, releases its pent-up energy and falls down.
5IF&WFSZEBZ utilises nine transparent drums full of balls, resembling the one in the sculpture titled
Fate)FSF UPP UIFSBOEPNMZNPWJOHCBMMTTZNCPMJTFUIFEJWFSTJUZBOEVOJRVFOFTTPGTQFDJmDEBZT
&ODIBOUNFOU is a particularly important work. The artist says it was made after a lengthy
break in his work on the series of kinetics, under the influence of his ‘enchantment with
a certain beautiful glance’. It also illustrates perfectly a distinguishing characteristic of the
works shown in the exhibition. It is neither a soulless machine in which motion would be the
only and ultimate purpose nor a mere demonstration devised to show off engineering skills,
but rather an expression of the artist’s feelings and impressions. It is art entirely connected
with man.
This is excellently illustrated by the work titled Desire. A text placed next to it explains the
BSUJTUTJEFBA5VSOJOHUIFDSBOLDBVTFTUIFHSBEVBMvDMJNCJOHwPGUIFTZTUFNPGMFWFST BTQJEFSMJLF
JNQMFNFOU  UPXBSET UIF RVJWFSJOH CBMMT PO UIF UPQ 5IF FYUSFNF VQQFS QPTJUJPO EPFT OPU BMMPX
a direct contact between the two systems: one has to go back to the lower position and repeat the
hopeless attempt.’
" IVNBO EJNFOTJPO JT BMTP JNQBSUFE UP 1JPUS #PčZLT TDVMQUVSFT CZ UIF GBDU UIBU UIFZ BSF
propelled with the power of human hands; what’s more, those are the hands of the viewers, who
make contact with the work of art in this way.
#VU PG DPVSTF JU XPVME CF GBSGFUDIFE UP FYQFDU BMM DPOUFNQPSBSZ BSUJTUT UP SFGSBJO GSPN
utilising the achievements of technology, including electric motors, which are so useful in
setting sculptures in motion. I remember how much I enjoyed two talking faces shown at
UIF7FOJDF#JFOOBMFoUIFXPSLPG/BUIBOJFM.FMMPST UJUMFE)JQQZ%JBMFDUJDT 0VSIPVTF .
Exposed in the rear of the moving heads, the mechanisms produced very naturalistic facial
movements and expressions, and even moved their lips in sync with the words heard from the
loudspeakers.
An entirely different scale characterises the huge moving sculpture by the Spanish artist
.BOVFM#FSSPDBM0SUJ[ UJUMFE$JUJVT "MUJVT 'PSUJVT, which we saw outside the main building of the
Olympic Museum in Lausanne. Six elements which move alternately closer together and further
apart form the giant torso of an athlete.
Jean Tinguely and Niki de Saint Phalle created a very colourful set of kinetic sculptures jointly
called the Stravinsky Fountain, standing near the Centre Pompidou, where water plays a major role
in addition to conventional mechanisms.
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I adore the undulating kinetic sculptures by the California-based American artist and
TUSVDUVSBMEFTJHOFS3FVCFO.BSHPMJO4PNFDBOCFWJFXFEPO:PV5VCFIUUQXXXZPVUVCFDPN
XBUDI WEFI9JP.*,H
5IFFYIJCJUJPOPG1JPUS#PčZLTXPSL DPNCJOFEXJUIUIFJMMVTUSBUJWFNVTJD BGGPSEFEVTBMPU
of enjoyment. One has to admit that sculpture is not generally a forte of Polish contemporary art.
All the more reason to be happy that we had an opportunity to see something that fused artistic
FYQSFTTJPOXJUIFOHJOFFSJOHFGGPSUTPTVDDFTTGVMMZ5IJT PGDPVSTF XBTOPBDDJEFOUo1JPUS#PčZL
is a well-known industrial designer.
A nice catalogue was issued for the exhibition, including a CD with E-Motions, the music of
"HOJFT[LB8BMJHØSTLB4JSFOBOE1FLLB4JSFO
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